PPE Plastic Dust Covers are clear 4 mil FDA-Approved LDPE with an elastic band to hold them snugly in place on your containers. They offer protection from dirt, dust, moisture, etc., during temporary storage of food, chemicals, paint or plastics.

**FEATURES**
- Six sizes 5 - 30 - 55 Gallon, plus three gaylord sizes.
- Gaylord sizes have a 10" side skirt.
- Thickness, 4 mil.
- FDA Approved LDPE.
- Clear to observe contents.
- Anti-static are pink.

**MATERIAL LEVEL SENTRY**

**VISUAL & AUDIBLE ALARMS**

**KEEPS HOPPERS FULL - AVOIDS OVERFILLING CATCH BINS**

**FEATURES**
- Stops costly downtime.
- Keeps material in hoppers at a safe level.
- Stops granulator clogging from overfull catch bins.
- Supplied with a 10 ft. 120/60/1 grounded power cord and 6 ft. cord to proximity switch.
- Audible alarm speaker.
- Audible alarm on-off switch.
- Chrome base and red lens. 5-3/4" dia. x 8" high.
- Signal device is UL approved.
- 2 #10-24 x 1" studs w/nuts and washers under base for mounting.
- Rubber ring on base.

For metal hoppers or bins, the proximity switch requires a 1-3/16" dia. hole. No hole required for sight glass mounting.

Note: *Catch Bin Model requires proximity switch to be in the reverse acting mode to sense material is above the safe level.

**FITS 5 - 30 - 55 GALLON CONTAINERS, PLUS 3 GAYLORD SIZES**

**ANTI-STATIC**

**NOW AVAILABLE**

**SIZE**  |  **FITS DIA. IN.**  |  **QTY PER BOX**  |  **PART NO.**  |  **QUANTITY PRICES**  |  **SIZE**  |  **FITS DIA. IN.**  |  **QTY PER BOX**  |  **PART NO.**  |  **QUANTITY PRICES**  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- 
5 Gal.  | 9-1/2" - 12-1/2"  | 25  | PDC005  | $28.50 bx. $27.00 bx.  | 34" x 42"  | 25  | PDC3442  | $120.50 bx. $112.00 bx.  
30 Gal.  | 17-1/2" - 20-1/2"  | 25  | PDC030  | $35.50 bx. $33.00 bx.  | 41" x 47"  | 25  | PDC4147  | $137.50 bx. $127.00 bx.  
55 Gal.  | 21" - 24"  | 25  | PDC055  | $41.00 bx. $37.50 bx.  | 48" x 52"  | 20  | PDC4852  | $130.00 bx. $116.50 bx.  
5 Gal.  | 9-1/2" - 12-1/2"  | 25  | PDC005AS  | $34.50 bx. $32.50 bx.  | 34" x 42"  | 25  | PDC3442AS  | $143.50 bx. $132.50 bx.  
30 Gal.  | 17-1/2" - 20-1/2"  | 25  | PDC030AS  | $40.50 bx. $36.50 bx.  | 41" x 47"  | 25  | PDC4147AS  | $165.00 bx. $152.00 bx.  
55 Gal.  | 21" - 24"  | 25  | PDC055AS  | $49.00 bx. $45.50 bx.  | 48" x 52"  | 20  | PDC4852AS  | $155.00 bx. $140.50 bx.  

**FEATURES**
- Six sizes 5 - 30 - 55 Gallon, plus three gaylord sizes.
- Gaylord sizes have a 10" side skirt.
- Thickness, 4 mil.
- FDA Approved LDPE.
- Clear to observe contents.
- Anti-static are pink.